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The mutability and interchangeable function of figures and objects seems to be a consistent thread in your work. How has your interest in the object and your relationship to it shifted over the course of your practice?

After Geometric Persecution (2010), I wanted to understand my relationship to objects on a deeper, sculptural level. I had been working with found objects for a number of years and I wanted to understand their role in my work. Around this time, I visited the British Museum in London and saw the exhibition “Valued Material as Money.” After documenting the exhibition heavily, I wrote descriptions of the objects and tried to approach the idea of currency from a more humanistic perspective.

Recent works have applied metaphors such as wandering and currency to discuss experimentalism, process, fluency, and a variable image and subject. I think this might be the mutability that you are talking about. Currency, for example, made me think about what comes into focus when you are moving, the temporality of subject, and the idea of marginal space.

I liked the idea of margins or notational space as an example of temporal space. What ends up there is often not fixed and changes with...
time and subjectivity. This led me to the idea that margins are alive and flow like currency. From this experience, I started to think about a “floating iconography” made up of objects and drawings situated in space. And my research for Grounds and Airs and The Engraved Plane (both 2012) explored objects in relation to subjectivity in a temporal space.

I started employing pulleys while I was working on the installation for Grounds and Airs. I wanted to be direct about suspending objects in the air instead of placing them on the ground or on the wall. I tried this in Geometric Persecution as well. Visitors could pick up the objects to see if the physical weight influenced their judgment of beauty or feelings of empathy, and when the objects were carried around the gallery, they were inherently displaced from the ground and hung in the air.

I often feel as though I have to walk in the steps of the subject to understand what I am studying when I am making something. This idea has led me to revisit antiquated materials and processes of producing objects in order to be less removed from the labor. I worked with found iron weights and hooks in Secret Traveler Navigator (2010) and Geometric Persecution, but I wanted to know how to actually make the iron objects that I was studying. I felt like I had come to a dead end with found objects, so I went back to the beginning, to how things are made. It has been an incredibly slow process of taking objects in and out of digital states to figure out how they translate into three-dimensional space. Over the past ten years, this has been the greatest shift—to go from looking at materials in the flat space of video or photography to actually making the objects that appear in my work and using them to create a drawing in space.

In the notes you sent us for Stranger Debris Roll Roll Roll, you mentioned that your research on drawing has influenced your work, and the installation with the pulleys certainly resonates as a volumetric drawing. What sources did you look at and how did they inform your installation at the New Museum?

My use of drawing is pretty traditional: Drawing helps me to study form as well as influences the form of my work. I have begun to spatialize the drawings and to think about the objects, as they exist in space, as an extension of my drawings.

Recently, I have been looking at interfaced pattern drawings (mostly for their lines and the way your eye moves along them), drawings of temples, how marks are made on objects, and technical drawings. Most of the objects that were added to the debris field in the New Museum installation came out of the drawings from Grounds and Airs and The Engraved Plane. Your works often mix methods of art-making together, as in Motor Post Motor Band Disband (2006) and Secret Traveler Navigator, where you conflate analog and digital with your use of both 16mm film and video. You also tend to reprise drawings and objects from past projects in your video work. How do you view the relationships between the various media you use (i.e., sculpture, photography, performance, drawing, film)?

I don’t really think about the boundaries between mediums. If I did, it would pull them apart or create some kind of hierarchy, which would take them out of time. For Motor Post Motor, I wanted to make an image where the surface texture differentiated from the clear images of commercial media. I was interested in feeling my way through things and making an image using senses and physicality. I was also interested in the idea of the lost narrator. This gave me a lot of room to move around, to go backwards and forwards, and reverse or change course at will.

This idea of the “lost narrator” is interesting and seems to come into play throughout your practice (as well as in the name of your website, lostnarrator.com). What is your thinking behind this idea and how have you dealt with it in your work?

I had been thinking about a way to let randomness into the work and to open it up to experience. I started working as the lost narrator in Secret Traveler Navigator as a way to avoid choosing a direction in which to travel. The story recounts a journey through an underworld with shifting characters, and the narrator (myself, the artist) was also shifting. I didn’t want to go in a fixed direction or have a specific outcome in mind—it seemed too separate from real life and the ability for things to change course.

Can you speak about your process of making a video and how an idea for making a video develops?

I often feel as though I have to walk in the steps of the subject to understand what I am studying when I am making something. This idea helps me to study form as well as influences the form of my work.
“I don’t really think about the boundaries between mediums. If I did, it would pull them apart or create some kind of hierarchy, which would take them out of time.”

Everything I make goes back into the videos as much as possible. For example, the videos in Stranger Debris Roll Roll Roll include footage of artists A.L. Steiner and Math Blass passing objects back and forth. To that footage, I then added photographs and drawings from Geometric Persecution. The other channel is a video of Notes on Currency IOU (2012), with dollar bills painted and stamped on one side.

How has your background in experimental filmmaking informed your practice as a whole?

It’s integral to my work. It helped to free up my thinking and find a more nonlinear approach. There are a lot of images in film that are mutable and that has had a large influence on me. Before returning to graduate school, I was introduced to experimental practice through working at Women Make Movies in New York. I worked there for about six years and was inspired by the works of Ulrike Ottinger, Cecilia Dougherty, Leslie Thornton, and Yvonne Rainer. I went on to study at CalArts (which is a very interdisciplinary place), and in the film school there, I worked with James Benning, Thom Andersen, and Béatrice Reynaud.

A nonlinear approach is certainly apparent in your early work, such as the photographic series “I Arrive When I am Foreign” from 2006. And in photographs such as Centennial Tin, Mid-Century Plywood, and Archaic Electric (all 2006), you collapse figure, image, space, and action into something that was unlike anything either one of us had seen before. How did these works develop and what was involved in the process of making them?

The images in “I Arrive When I am Foreign” were conceived as videos and printed from video stills. The videos themselves are actions—taking apart an object and walking across a printed image. The objects included a jackal jaw, a one-hundred-year-old tin can of peas, a piece of plywood from an office building, an early ceramic electric plug, Navajo-Churro wool, rubber tire pieces from a farm tractor, a lacquered disc or master record for transcription. The objects included a jackal jaw, a one-hundred-year-old tin can of peas, a piece of plywood from an office building, an early ceramic electric plug, Navajo-Churro wool, rubber tire pieces from a farm tractor, a lacquered disc or master record for sound, and a projector beam. The figure performing the action is there for scale, while the action itself prevents any doubling or mirroring in the image stills. The direction of walking across the printed image (as if exiting the image plane) then creates volume.

The work developed from an interest in having a printed surface as the base for a video. At the time, I was interested primarily in video and how it can change its physical form (from experiences with a litany of media, like tape, disc, files, film transfers, etc.) and be imprinted, suspended, and be viewed from the outside first, and then what it will feel like for the viewer to walk through the space amid an array of objects.

What is the significance of the title Stranger Debris Roll Roll Roll and how does it relate to the physical space of the New Museum Lobby Gallery?

For this piece, I was thinking about a debris field that keeps collecting mass and energy. I read The Myth of Sisyphus by Albert Camus a few years back when I was researching the underworld and Stranger Debris Roll Roll Roll makes me think back to this book. I was also thinking about the underworld in relation to Secret Traveler Navigator, which is about being in an antigravity chamber where meaning and weight are elusive and everything could change.

A floating field of debris in the Lobby Gallery (a space with a lot of windows) seemed to be a good fit. I thought about the relationship of the objects to the glass, and how they would be viewed from the outside first, and then what it will feel like for the viewer to walk through the space amid an array of objects.
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